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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: - Excellent, thorough analysis results shared today with fantastic narration.  - All PLPTs were completed.  - Data used in validation analysis come from April, 2017 - January, 2018.  TPW- Visual Inspections on all domains passed.- TPW retrieval is working as expected on GOES-16 ABI data when combined with NWP short-rang forecasts (as first guess);- Comparisons with RAOB, AMSR2, GPS, ECMWF and GDAS show performances meet specifications for accuracy and precision for all the coverages (FD, CONUS, Meso1, and Meso2).  There are a few Meso1 and Meso2 cases which do not have enough number of samples or where mean TPW is comparatively large.- Recommend deep diving of TPW outliers (see slide 42) to understand what is driving the large TPW differences (retrieved vs observed from GPS).LVT & LVM (Legacy Vertical Temperature & Moisture Profiles)- Work as expected on GOES-16 ABI data when combined with NWP short-range forecasts (as first guess);- Retrievals are sensitive to first guess;- Comparisons with RAOB, ECMWF, GDAS, and AERI measurements from GOES-R field campaign indicate performances meet spec. for all the coverages (FD, CONUS, Meso1, Meso2), except the relative humidity at upper troposphere (100 - 300 hPa) when compared with RAOB, which is likely due to the known issue of dry bias of radiosonde observations.DSI (Derived Stability Index)- DSI retrieval is working as expected on GOES-16 ABI data when combined with NWP short-range forecasts (as first guess);- Comparisons with RAOB, ECMWF and GDAS show performance mostly meets accuracy and precision specifications for all the coverages, except comparisons of TT and KI with RAOBs. The TT and KK results are much closer to the requirements for unstable atmospheric conditions.- The beta-stage cloud mask was used for all retrievals.  As cloud mask improves, so will these DSI results.  Unexpected minor issues revealed by PLPTs:- Missing values in random boxed areas.  Missing "boxes" artifact are currently attributed to network impacts are are not related to these particular products.  - The migration of the sun affects the LAP products.  Also seen as the upstream Cloud Mask product's terminator issue.  - Slightly large discrepancy of some DSI products compared with RAOB.
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	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This Provisional PS-PVR is for 4 ABI L2 Products:  Derived Stability Indices (5 of them - Lifted Index, Convective Available Potential Energy, Total Totals, K-Index, Showalter Index), Legacy Vertical Moisture Profile, Legacy Vertical Temperature Profile, and Total Precipitable Water.  This PS-PVR does not include Volcanic Ash (it is an issue with this PDF form... the check-box is inadvertently connected with another check box).  The 4 profile products have met the criteria for declaration of Provisional Validation Maturity!  The products may now be released via PDA and CLASS to any users requesting the data.  Customer-Related Feedback:- TPW started distribution via NWS SBN in May 2017 for data flow test purposes.  Soundings will be made available in February, 2018.  These will now be advertised to NWS WFO/RFOs as fit for operational usage.  - For DSI and profiles (not TPW) the panel suggests NWS emphasize trends in the products as opposed to absolute magnitude of values.  - There is a question (as raised by Brian Gockel, NWS) on readiness of forecasters to actually use these data.  One potential need is for more information and training on these products.  NWS would need to request such materials/support.
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